
QUADAX® Butterfl y Valves outperform severe thermal
cycle tests combined with an endurance test and has the-
refore been awarded in a large contract for replacement of 
Side Entry Valves in an existing LNG installation which will 
be extended by a new LNG terminal. 

Natural gas is often described as the cleanest fossil fuel. It 
produces 25 – 30 % less carbon dioxide per joule delivered 
than oil and 40 – 45 % respectively than coal. Therefore the 
demand of LNG is steadily increasing and will become of 
high importance for many countries who want to add additi-
onal sources of supply. 

On LNG terminals the imported liquid natural gas is un-
loaded from gas tankers at special berthing facilities and 
stored in large LNG storage tanks. In order to keep the gas 
liquifi ed, the pipelines and the storage tanks withstand a 

temperature of -162 °C. Before delivering to the transmis-
sion network the liquifi ed gas will then be smoothly warmed 
up and evaporated. 

For these applications Top Entry Valves are preferred since 
the central top fl ange can be removed and all internal com-
ponents can be easily extracted from the body. This is not the 
case for Side Entry Valves. Müller Quadax GmbH has been 
awarded for a large contract for Top Entry Butterfl y Balves 
replacing Side Entry Valves in an existing LNG installation 
and for an extention with one new LNG terminal. Located 
in Europe, this terminal enables access into the Northwest 
European gas market having an initial throughput capaci-
ty of 12 billion cubic meters per year (bcma), which in the 
future will be extended to 16 bcma. This terminal is also 
equipped with 3 loading bays for trucks and a dedicated jetty 
for smaller (bunker) vessels. 

QUADAX® TOP ENTRY BUTTERFLY VALVE WITH 
ZERO LEAKAGE IN SEVERE THERMAL CYCLE

AND ENDURANCE TESTS
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Possibility to by pass

During storage and transportation natural gas could leak 
into the atmosphere particularly on critical components like 
measuring devices and Process Valves. Besides the negati-
ve environmental effect, these fugitive emissions could also 
have an impact on the security. The operating company of 
this LNG terminal is therefore paying much attention to this 
fact and requested an individual performance test for the 
approval of Cryogenic Valves which shall be installed in their 
terminals and storage tanks. For this purpose the cryogenic 
test according to BS 6364 has been combined with an en-
durance test according to EN 12567. The QUADAX® 4-Offset 
Butterfly Valve DN 500 mm, ANSI class 150 has been tested 
at the ITIS test laboratory in the Netherland specifiying 10 
thermal cycles with a fugitive emission test at +20 °C and at 
-196 °C alternating. In addition the requirement called out 
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an endurance test, with 500 mechanical switches at -196 °C 
measuring the internal and external leakage after deter-
mined cycles. The benchmark in terms of the seat leakage 
was less than 3000ml/min for a valve of DN 500 mm based 
on BS 6364 and a maximum allowable fugitive emission of  
≤1.0•10-3 mbar∙l∙s-1 at any time of the cycles. The Valve 
was tested with helium at 19 bar test pressure where as 
the seat leakage and fugitive emission was measured after 
20/40/80/150/300 and 500 cycles. 

Thanks to the four offset design and a remarkable preci-
sion in manufacturing, the QUADAX® Butterfly Valves have 
provided once more the evidence of an outstanding perfor-
mance, not only in high temperature but also in cryogenic 
applications.
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For more information, please contact:
Müller Quadax GmbH | Im Kupfertal 52 | 74670 Forchtenberg  | Germany
T. +49 7947 94343 – 0 | F. +49 7947 97343 – 29 | info@quadax.de  | quadax.de/en
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Max. allowable seat leakage according to BS 6364 for DN 500 = 3000 ml/min.

Measured seat leakage in ml/minute at -196 °C with hellium
after each of the cycles below.
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The test institute ITIS BV certifi ed that the seat leakage never 
exceeded a low value of 590 ml/minute and after 500 cycles 
zero leakage at all could be detected! Morover, the fugiti-
ve emission at the bonnet and trunnion gaskets of the Top 
Entry Valve never exceeded a value of ≤1.0•10-5 mbar∙l∙s-1. 
The round seat and sealing geometry of QUADAX® Butterfl y 
Valves is a totally friction free metal to metal design. Thanks 
to this round geometry, after a couple of hundred cycles the 
seat and sealing ring is literally looped-in and provide hig-
hest tightness even if material is shrinking and expanding 
due to extreme temperature differences.

Conclusion
At the liquifi cation and storage process in LNG terminals the 
valves are critical components at each stage and its performan-
ce and reliability are crucial for environmental and safety rea-
sons. The QUADAX® quadruple Offset Butterfl y Valve outperfor-
med a severe thermal endurance test and provided evidence of 
its quality and reliability in LNG installations. 

Additionally, QUADAX® Top Entry Butterfl y Valves fully satisfy 
the requirements of the EN 1473-2016 specifi cations for valves 
and is specifi cally designed for LNG applications where control 
& maintenance work can be performed safe and easily in the in-
stalled position without further risks for the service personnel.
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